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Dr Antonio Cordella has an undergraduate degree in Political Science from the
University of Bologna and a PhD in Information Systems from the University of
Gothenburg. He is an Associate Professor in the LSE Department of
Management, where he is responsible for the post-graduate courses on e-
government and e-businesses, member of the LSE Information Systems and
Innovation Faculty Group and a visiting professor at the Maastricht Graduate
School of Governance, UNMERIT, The Netherland. His current research focuses
on ICT in the Public Sector, with specific attention on e-government and the
associated institutional changes. He has published widely in information
systems, e-government and public sector associated reforms.

INDICATIVE ACADEMIC STAFF

Dr Carsten Sørensen is Associate Professor (Reader) of Information Systems and
Innovation at LSE’s Management Department. He holds a BSc in Mathematics,
an MSc in computer science and a PhD. in Information Systems from Aalborg
University, Denmark. Carsten has since 1989 been affiliated with a number of
Danish, Swedish and British institutions, and LSE since 1999. Since joining LSE,
Dr Sørensen has studied the business and consumer impact of mobile and
ubiquitous information technology innovations. For more than a decade Dr
Sørensen studied organisational innovation with mobile computing
(mobility@lse & enterprisemobilitybook), and since 2008 his research has
focused in particular on the innovation dynamics of mobile infrastructures and
platforms (here). Dr Sørensen has published widely within Information Systems
since 1989 in, for example, MIS Quarterly, Information Systems Research,
Journal of Information Technology, and The Information Systems Journal. He
has extensive experience as a Principal Investigator on a number of national,
EU, and industry research grants in the UK and Sweden with budgets totalling
more than £3million. Dr Sørensen is a Senior Editor for The Information
Systems Journal and serves as reviewer for all the major Information Systems
journals and conferences. He has consulted and conducted executive teaching
with a range of large international firms and public organisations, such as
Microsoft, Google, PA Consulting Group, IMF, Orange, Intel or Vodafone.

Dr Maha Shaikh holds a PhD in Information Systems from the LSE. Her primary
area of research is open source software development. The theoretical issues
driving my research include the dynamics of learning and organizing in open
source collectives, material agency, and open innovation. Prior to joining King’s
College London she was an Associate Professor of Information Systems at
Warwick Business School. At the latter school she was course director of the
main IS programme, MSc MISDI and organized research seminars where top IS
scholars were invited to present and discuss their work. Her past affiliations
include the LSE with a joint appointment with LERO Research Centre in
Limerick, Ireland, as well as Imperial College Business School. She remains
affiliated with the LSE as an Associate Researcher. She is a founding member of
the AIS Special Interest Group on Open Research and Practice. She serves as AE
for different tracks for ICIS and ECIS conferences, and AE for the OCIS Division
for the AOM conference. She is an elected international representative at large
for the OCIS division for the Academy of Management (AoM). Along with these
roles she is also an Associate Editor for Information Systems Research (ISR),
and an editorial board member of the Journal of Information Technology (a
basket of 8 journal in IS). Warwick Business School awarded her for
"Outstanding Contribution to Research" in 2016-2017, and “Outstanding
Contribution to Teaching” in 2017-2018.
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WELCOME DINNER GUEST SPEAKER

Lord Francis Maude has held a number of high profile government positions,

including as shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, shadow Foreign Secretary,

and Conservative Party Chairman. He was Minister for Europe under

Margaret Thatcher, and a signatory to the Maastricht treaty. More recently,

he was Minister for the Cabinet Office and Paymaster-General, and then

Minister for Trade and Investment. Lord Maude was elevated to the House of

Lords in May 2015. As part of Covington’s Public Policy group and

Covington’s Brexit Taskforce, Lord Maude forms part of a key panel of senior

advisors guiding clients through the evolving post-Brexit vote landscape.

Maude was responsible for the creation of the Government Digital Service,

with the aim to consolidate internal IT and replace government websites with

a single web hub. The Government Digital Strategy also committed

Departments to redesigning all existing government services that serve more

than 100,000 users each year.

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS
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The Government Digital Service (GDS) is part of the Cabinet Office. Their job is digital transformation

of government. They’re a centre of excellence in digital, technology and data, collaborating with other

departments to help them with their own transformation. GDS works with them to build platforms,

standards, and digital services.

GDS runs GOV.UK, the best place to find government services and information. It began as an alpha,

built in just 10 weeks, and has grown to become part of UK’s national digital infrastructure. It's always

being improved in response to user research and user feedback.

GDS’s work is not just about websites. Among many other things, they also:

• work with the rest of government to make public services simpler and better

• build platforms like GOV.UK Verify – a way to confirm users are who they say they are

• work to ensure government data is good data, more usable for all

• help departments make better-informed decisions when they need to buy technology

• help departments provide their staff with better value technology that's more of a tool and less

of a barrier

GDS has won design awards, and are recognised world leaders in public sector digital innovation.

Digital government teams in the US, Australia and New Zealand were established on the same model,

and follow very similar principles.

GOVERNMENT DIGITAL SERVICE

Mr Chris Ferguson is one of the original senior management team that built

the UK’s Government Digital Service. In 2011 he was brought into the

Cabinet Office to take on the digital identity challenge and created the team

that developed GOV.UK Verify. In January 2015, Chris became the GDS

Director responsible for the Digital Group comprising GOV.UK , GOV.UK

Verify and the Government-as-a-Platform delivery team. In February 2017,

Chris established the National, International & Research Group within GDS.

This will focus how GDS engages and collaborates with the UK's wider public

sector, devolved administrations and partner organisations worldwide. Chris

is the chair of the cross-government Digital Leaders network and head of the

digital profession within HM Government. Prior to his involvement with

digital transformation of public services, Chris’s career mainly focused on

diplomacy and security in the UK and overseas.

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS
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Methods is the leading digital transformation partner for the UK public sector. They bring innovation,

bespoke development, and service management capability to align UK public services around citizens

and safeguard them for future generations.

Since its establishment in 1990, Methods has partnered with a range of central government

departments and agencies to transform the way public sector operates in the UK. Their mission is to

help safeguard public-facing services and apply digital thinking to make sure the future of our public

services is centred around citizens.

METHODS

Dr Mark Thompson is a senior lecturer in information systems at Cambridge

Judge Business School, a key architect of the UK government’s open IT

strategy, and strategy director at Methods Group. He is co-author of the

book, Digitizing Government, and writes on digital transformation in the

public sector. Mark has 22 years of information and systems and change

management experience and is currently strategy director and co-owner,

Methods Group, where he has created two thriving startups since 2011 -

Methods Advisory and Methods Digital. He is a member of the National Audit

Office's Digital Advisory Panel, and was until recently a main board member

of the UK technology trade association Intellect UK (now TechUK), and is also

a member of the CBI 21st Century Public Services Task and Finish Group.

Prior to Methods, Mark was a change management consultant at Accenture.

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS
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The London Datastore is a free and open data-sharing portal where anyone can access data relating

to the capital. Whether you’re a citizen, business owner, researcher or developer, the site provides

over 700 datasets to help you understand the city and develop solutions to London’s problems. The

London DataStore is one of the GLA’s flagship projects and is a platform through which many of the

Smart London Plan objectives are delivered. The London Datastore provides:

• Integration of data with the main london.gov.uk website;

• Automatic, less labour intensive, gathering of data from other data stores and catalogues;

• Modern interfaces, better able to provide data in machine readable formats (for use by web and

app developers);

• Better data search and management tools, making it more user friendly for Londoners and

technical developers and easily updateable;

• Opportunities to share our investment and intellectual property with the London boroughs and

other cities through Open Source development.

The DataStore is hosted on behalf of the GLA on secure cloud servers to provide sufficient flexibility

and robustness.

LONDON DATASTORE

As London’s first Chief Digital Officer, Mr Theo Blackwell plays a leading role

in realising the Mayor’s ambition to make London the world’s smartest city,

ensuring that the capital’s status as a global tech hub helps transform the

way public services are designed and delivered, making them more

accessible, efficient and responsive to the needs of Londoners. Theo joined

the GLA with extensive public and private sector experience. As Cabinet

member for Finance, Technology & Growth at Camden council, Theo

established Camden as London’s leading digital borough through its use of

public data – and this year they received national recognition as Digital

Leaders ‘Council of the year’. He’s worked at GovTech accelerator Public

Group, advising start-ups on the growing market in local public services, and

was previously Head of Policy & Public Affairs for the video games industry’s

trade body, Ukie.

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS
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NATIONAL GALLERY

Chris Michaels is Director of Digital, Communications and Technology at the

National Gallery, London where he sits on their Executive Committee. At the

Gallery, his Directorate has responsibilities for digital services, membership and

ticketing, creative, IT and marketing, press and public affairs. Before he joined

the Gallery, he was Head of Digital & Publishing at the British Museum, where

he founded their digital department and created their digital strategy. He acts

as an advisor to the Humboldt Forum, a new institution being built in Berlin. He

has acted as advisor to museums in Qatar and Singapore. Before entering the

world of Museums, he was CEO of educational start-up Mindshapes. He has led

digital functions in TV, publishing and advertising. He has a PHD from the

University of Bristol. Chris lives in North London.

Digital Transformation of the Cultural Sector

How do we turn museums into digitally transformed organisations? By reflecting on digital

programmes delivered at the National Gallery and the British Museum, and looking at digital projects

within the museum space from over the past five years, Chris Michaels might be able to give some

insight into how museums are looking to address this critical question.

Chris will highlight some of the technology challenges facing cultural institutions today and,

importantly, will talk about the opportunities that can grow from better understanding our audiences.

Aims of the session: demonstrate how digitalisation is the key to driving innovation and providing

opportunities of value creation by learning how museums deploy the latest technology to retain

customer loyalty, generate new business and streamline their processes.

Intended Learning Outcomes:

• To analyse how museums are embedding innovation to redefine its socio-economic role

• To understand how the National Gallery is using disruptive technologies such as big data and AI

to predict the future

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS
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PUBLIC helps technology startups transform public services, providing capital, networks, insight and

support. The global GovTech market is worth £320bn, but startups struggle to access it. Led by ex-

deputy head of the No.10 policy unit, Daniel Korski, and venture investor, Alexander de Carvalho,

PUBLIC's team has operational experience of government, startups, technology and finance, to help

startups do business successfully with the public sector.

In March 2017, PUBLIC launched applications to GovStart, a growth programme based in London to

get startups ready for the public sector, and help them through the sales cycle. The PUBLIC team will

build an individual programme for every startup joining GovStart depending on their product, market,

knowledge gaps and time commitment.

PUBLIC

Mr Daniel Korski CBE (born April 1977) is a former special adviser to Prime

Minister David Cameron and is the co-founder and CEO of PUBLIC, a venture

capitalist firm focused on helping technology startups transform public

services. He is also Chairman and co-founder of the GovTech Summit, an

event for the govtech sector. He has worked as an adviser to Andrew

Mitchell MP, the former Conservative Chief Whip, and for the British

member of the European Commission, Catherine Ashton, as well as for

Edward Llewellyn, during his time as chief of staff to Lord Paddy Ashdown,

the then-UN High Representative of Bosnia-Herzegovina.

As a British official, Korski worked in a number of positions in London,

Washington DC, Iraq, Yemen and Afghanistan. He deployed to Kabul,

Afghanistan, in 2005 to advise President Hamid Karzai's government; and in

2007 he ran the Provincial Reconstruction Team in Basra in Iraq, overseeing

the post-conflict reconstruction of Basra province during the height of the

conflict. He also undertook a secondment to the U.S. State Department

under then US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. In between these

postings, Korski helped establish and was the deputy head of the cross-

departmental Stabilisation Unit.

Before working for the British government, Korski worked in the UK

Parliament as a policy adviser to the House of Commons Defence Select

Committee and in Bosnia-Herzegovina, as Head of Political-Military Affairs in

the UN-mandated-Office of the High Representative. In 2008 Korski helped

establish the bi-partisan think tank the European Council on Foreign

Relations and has written regularly for The Spectator, embedding with the

Libyan rebels to report from the start of the country's civil war, and has

appeared in The Guardian,[2] Süddeutsche Zeitung, The New York Times[3]

and European Voice.

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL COLLABORATIONS



PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Teresa Raigada – Project Officer

As a project officer, Teresa collaborates in the design and management of
customised programmes, applied research, conferences and other major
events with governments, NGOs, universities and major corporations from
Europe and the Middle East. Teresa holds a BSc in Economics and a BSc in
Law from the University Carlos III (Madrid) and a MPA focused on
International Development (finished with Distinction) from the London
School of Economics and Political Science. As part of the MPA programme,
she worked as an external consultant for UNICEF’s Regional Office for
Europe. Before joining LSE Custom Programmes, she worked as a
consultant for a Spanish consultancy firm, leading projects on public policy
evaluation for several national and international organisations, such as the
World Bank, and as a research analyst with Prof Jose Manuel Campa
(former Secretary of the State for the Economy in Spain).

Christian Thiel – Senior Manager

Christian leads key strategic LSE Custom Programmes activities in Central
Europe and the Middle East. He is responsible for the design, development
and facilitation of high-level executive education, innovation and knowledge
transfer projects for government, corporate, university and third sector
clients across the region. He frequently organises and/or chairs high impact
LSE events around the globe and is passionate about teaching subjects such
as international business or global communication.

Christian holds an MSc in European Studies from LSE. He subsequently
worked for a global communications consultancy before joining LSE
Enterprise as the representative for the German speaking markets in 2012.
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